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Abstract. We study the cutoff for the cosmic-ray neutrino, set by the scattering with cosmic background
neutrinos into dark sector particles through a neutrino portal interaction. We find that a large interaction rate is
still viable, when the dark sector particles are mainly coupled to the τ−neutrino, so that the neutrino mean free
path can be reduced to be O(10) Mpc over a wide energy range. If stable enough, the dark sector particle, into
which most of the cosmic-ray neutrino energy is transferred, can travel across the Universe and reach the earth.
The dark sector particle can carry the energy as large as O(EeV) if it originates from a cosmogenic neutrino.

1 Introduction

The cosmogenic neutrinos are known as a “guaranteed"
flux of cosmic ray neutrinos, which are generated through
photo-pion production, where the interaction is between
ultra-high cosmic rays (UHECRs) and ambient photon
backgrounds [1], This interaction was first proposed to set
a cutoff for UHECRs and the cutoff as well as the UHE-
CRs have already been observed [2, 3]. However the Ice-
Cube observatory, whose one of the purposes is to detect
the cosmogenic neutrinos, has not yet observed neutrinos
with energy � 106 GeV. The Glashow resonance around
6 PeV is also not observed [4].

These non-observations may relate to the neutrality of
the neutrino. In particular, the neutrinos can interact with
a dark sector, whose participants can carry some hidden
charge, so that the lightest particle is stable to explain the
dark matter i.e. there could be a neutrino portal interac-
tion relevant to dark matter [5, 6]. It was pointed out that
a cutoff for the cosmic-ray neutrino can be set through its
scattering with cosmic background neutrinos (CνB) into
the dark sector particles through the neutrino-portal inter-
action by using an effective theory approach [7]. (For other
models or other scattering processes affecting cosmic-ray
neutrinos, see e.g. Refs [8–11].) Thus, the Universe could
be opaque to the cosmic-ray neutrino.

Here we study the propagation of cosmic-ray neu-
trinos with Dirac neutrino portal interaction, where the
right-handed neutrinos are Dirac-type particles. This is a
renormalizable model. The reason we consider Dirac-type
right-handed neutrinos rather than the Majorana-type is to
suppress the lepton number violating effect. We show that
there are viable parameter regions, especially for the τ-
neutrino (ντ) portal interaction, that the cosmic-ray neutri-
∗e-mail: yinwen@kaist.ac.kr
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nos get scattered with the CνB into the particles in the dark
sector before they reach the earth. As a result, the neutrino
flux is transferred into the dark sector particles which re-
laxes the tension from the non-observations. In particular,
there are viable parameter regions, that the neutrino flux is
highly-suppressed, which might be difficult to be detected
in the observatories. Instead, a large fraction of the viable
region may be tested in collider experiments. Since the
energy of the cosmic-ray neutrinos is transferred into the
dark matter, there could be a flux of highly-boosted dark
matter in the universe. They reach the earth instead of the
cosmic-ray neutrinos which may be tested in various neu-
trino observatories.

2 Dirac neutrino portal interaction

Let us consider the following interaction with lepton num-
ber symmetry as one example.

δLint = −
∑

i=e,µ,τ

(
yRiHνRiP̂LLi + ỹiνRiP̂Rψφi

)
+ h.c. (1)

Here, H is the standard model (SM) Higgs boson and Li

is the left handed lepton in flavor basis where i = e, µ, τ.
ψ, νRi and φi are the right-handed (Dirac) neutrino, a Ma-
jorana fermion, and leptonic scalars, respectively. These
Yukawa matrices are diagonalized without loss of general-
ity.

The mass terms of these fields are given by

δLmass = −
∑

i=e,µ,τ

(
m2
φi jφ

†
i φ j + MRi jνRiνR j +

1
2

Mψψψ
)
+h.c.,

(2)
where we have defined the lepton number conserving mass
squares m2

φi j
, Dirac masses for the right-handed neutrinos
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MRi j, and the Majorana mass term Mψ for fermion ψ. The
symmetry allows the potentials for φi of the form,

V =
1
4

∑
i, j,k,l

λi jklφ
†
i φ
†
jφkφl +

∑
i, j

φ†i φ j(εi j |H|2 − εi jv
2). (3)

Here, v � 174 GeV is the vacuum expectation value of the
Higgs field. The first term lets a leptonic scalar decay into
the lightest scalars in the dark sector, if kinematically al-
lowed. We will assume εi j of the second term is negligible
to define the neutrino portal interaction. Notice that this is
rarely generated radiatively when ỹiy j are small enough.

At the lepton number symmetric limit, the SM neutri-
nos are massless. With some small soft breaking terms for
lepton number, such as M̃Ri jν

c
RiνR j, and Bi jφiφ j, the neu-

trino masses are generated, through inverse seesaw mech-
anism [12], or radiatively [7]. In both cases, a Z2 symmetry
remains from the lepton number breaking. The Z2 symme-
try makes the lightest one of φi, ψ stable, and allows it to be
dark matter. The small lepton number breaking term does
not change the following discussion, and we will work on
with the symmetric limit.

For simplicity, hereafter we will take

m2
φi j = diag {m2

φe
,m2
φµ
,m2
φτ
},MRi j = diag {MRe ,MRµ ,MRτ }.

(4)
As discussed later, the experimental constraints on the νRe

and νRµ are more severe than the ones for νRτ in the inter-
esting parameter ranges. Thus, we will assume yRµ and yRe

are negligible and focus on the interaction for τ sector for
simplicity.

3 Cutoff for neutrino flux

Now, consider the impact of the portal interaction to the
propagation of neutrino in the Universe.

The neutrino α (in mass eigen state) mixes with the
νRτ, with mixing angle � Uτ × (UPNMS)τα. Thus the
cosmic-ray neutrino scatters with the CνB through the
mixing,

να + ν
CνB
β /ν

CνB
β → ψ + ψ, φτ + φτ/φ∗τ. (5)

The total scattering cross section with center of mass en-
ergy Ecm is given by

σαβvrel � θ
(
1 −

2mφτ
Ecm

)
Rαβ

1
32πE2

cm
log


Ecm +

√
E2

cm − 4m2
φτ

Ecm −
√

E2
cm − 4m2

φτ


(6)

where we have defined

Rαβ = |(UPNMS)ατ|2
∣∣∣(UPNMS)βτ

∣∣∣2 |Uτ|4 |ỹτ|4 (7)

and assumed Mψ = mφτ for illustrative purpose; vrel is the
relative velocity between the two neutrinos at the center of
mass frame; Ui ≡ yiv

MRi
is the mixing angle between the left

and right handed neutrinos; We have taken the average for
the target neutrino and anti-neutrino for the crosssection;
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Figure 1. The mean free path for the neutrino in mass eigenstate
α as a function of energy. We take Mψ = mφτ = 15 MeV and
|Uτỹτ| = 0.4.

The unit stepfunction θ represents the momentum conser-
vation. The energy of the cosmic ray Eν in our frame is
related with the center of mass energy as

Ecm �

√
2
(√
|p|2 + mναEν − |p| Eν cos θ

)
(8)

with neutrino mass mνα and momentum p of a CνB neu-
trino.

The interaction rate of the neutrino να is obtained by
taking the thermal average of the previous cross section,

Γα(Eν, Tν) =
∑
β

〈
σαβvrelnνβ

〉
. (9)

Here, nνα(p) = 2/(e|p|/Tν + 1) is the neutrino distribution in
CνB. 〈〉 denotes the thermal average. The mean free path
of neutrino is defined by

dα(Eν, Tν) ≡
1

Γα(Eν, Tν)
. (10)

The numerical result for dα(Eν, T now
ν ) is presented Fig. 1,

where T now
ν � 1.69 × 10−4 eV is the current temperature

of the CνB. Here and hereafter, we take the normal mass
ordering case with lightest neutrino mass 0.05 eV and the
Dirac phase δ13 = −π/2. The numerical result can be ap-
proximately read as

Γα ∼
(
1 Gpc

)−1
∣∣∣∣∣
ỹτUτ
0.3

∣∣∣∣∣
4 (300 MeV

Ecm

)2
θ(Ecm − mφτ/2).

(11)
The stepfunction implies that the mean free path of neu-
trino with

Eν �
m2
φτ

max {mνlightest, Tν}
(12)

becomes smaller than O(Gpc), when

|ỹτUτ| � O(0.1). (13)

By giving the neutrino masses of O(0.001 − 0.1) eV,
this implies that a neutrino with Eν = 106−10 GeV is
possible to be scattered before it travels over O(1) Gpc for
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V =
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4

∑
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i φ
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jφkφl +

∑
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2). (3)
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and νRµ are more severe than the ones for νRτ in the inter-
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simplicity.
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Figure 1. The mean free path for the neutrino in mass eigenstate
α as a function of energy. We take Mψ = mφτ = 15 MeV and
|Uτỹτ| = 0.4.

The unit stepfunction θ represents the momentum conser-
vation. The energy of the cosmic ray Eν in our frame is
related with the center of mass energy as

Ecm �

√
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(√
|p|2 + mναEν − |p| Eν cos θ

)
(8)

with neutrino mass mνα and momentum p of a CνB neu-
trino.

The interaction rate of the neutrino να is obtained by
taking the thermal average of the previous cross section,

Γα(Eν, Tν) =
∑
β

〈
σαβvrelnνβ

〉
. (9)

Here, nνα(p) = 2/(e|p|/Tν + 1) is the neutrino distribution in
CνB. 〈〉 denotes the thermal average. The mean free path
of neutrino is defined by

dα(Eν, Tν) ≡
1

Γα(Eν, Tν)
. (10)

The numerical result for dα(Eν, T now
ν ) is presented Fig. 1,

where T now
ν � 1.69 × 10−4 eV is the current temperature

of the CνB. Here and hereafter, we take the normal mass
ordering case with lightest neutrino mass 0.05 eV and the
Dirac phase δ13 = −π/2. The numerical result can be ap-
proximately read as

Γα ∼
(
1 Gpc

)−1
∣∣∣∣∣
ỹτUτ
0.3

∣∣∣∣∣
4 (300 MeV

Ecm

)2
θ(Ecm − mφτ/2).

(11)
The stepfunction implies that the mean free path of neu-
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max {mνlightest, Tν}
(12)

becomes smaller than O(Gpc), when
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By giving the neutrino masses of O(0.001 − 0.1) eV,
this implies that a neutrino with Eν = 106−10 GeV is
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Figure 2. The flux ×E2 for the total neutrinos (black), νe (blue),
νµ (Green), ντ (red) as a function of energy. For comparison, flux
×E2 of total neutrinos within the SM is also shown (gray). We
take Mψ = mφτ = 15 MeV and |Uτỹτ| = 0.4. The constraints
(shaded regions) at 90% CL are adapted from [14–17].

mφτ � O(10− 100) MeV.1 This can give an explanation of
the non-observation of cosmogenic neutrino as well as the
Glashow resonance.

Now let us perform a numerical estimation on the neu-
trino flux at the earth. We assume an original cosmogenic
neutrino flux and that the produced φτ, φ∗τ and ψ does not
lead to energetic secondary neutrinos for the moment. This
might be the case that φτ, φ∗τ and ψ soon decay into the
other dark sector fields. A case with secondary neutrinos
will be studied in the next section.

The number density of the cosmogenic neutrinos are
produced at a rate nνe : nνµ : nντ � 1 : 2 : 0 of flavor
through photo-pion interaction. The number density in the
mass basis is given by nνα =

∑
i(U∗PNMS)αi(UPNMS)αinνi and

nν1 : nν2 : nν3 ∼ 1 : 1 : 1. Since the free propagating length
dα � O(Mpc) is much longer than the neutrino oscillation
scale, the interference between different neutrinos in mass
basis disappears due to the rapid oscillation. As a result,
the neutrinos travel in the mass basis with the ratio ∼ 1 :
1 : 1 kept.

When the traveling distance becomes � dα the neutrino
flux is gradually transferred into the dark sector through
scattering between the neutrino and CνB. A neutrino α
emitted at red shift z = zs travels until now at a survivabil-
ity of,

Rα(Enow, zs) = e−
∫ zs

0 dz| dt
dz |Γα(Enow(1+z),Tν(1+z)), (14)

where Enow is the energy measured in the current uni-
verse, and we have taken account of the effect for
the redshift for the energy and Tν. Here

∣∣∣ dt
dz

∣∣∣ ≡(
(1 + z)

√
ΩM(1 + z)3 + ΩΛ

)−1
. Thus, the neutrino in a fla-

vor basis i reaches the earth with a probability,

R̃i = Rα(Enow, zs) |(UPNMS)iα|2 . (15)

Using CRPropa 3 [13] we have made a numerical
simulation on the cosmogenic neutrino source, assuming

1 The lower bound of mφτ is from the cosmological constraints on
dark radiation.
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Figure 3. Same as Fig.2, but |Uτỹτ| = 1.

the observed UHECR are purely protons. For each cos-
mogenic neutrino, we calculate the survivability (14) from
its profile given by CRPropa 3. As a result, we obtain
the neutrino flux as in Figs. 2 and 3 for the effective
coupling |ỹτUτ| = 0.4 and 1, respectively. In the nu-
merical simulation, we use one of the best fit parameter
given in Ref. [18]: the proton source of energy Ep is
set to have a power law distribution ∝ (Ep)−2.49 between
1017.5 eV < Ep < 1021 eV for z < zmax = 2, the cosmic
evolution rate is represented by (1 + z)3.5 until z = zmax.
Also shown is the current bound from the experiments of
IceCube, AUGER, and ANITA. We found that the cos-
mogenic neutrino flux to the earth can be significantly re-
duced due to the neutrino portal interaction.

In fact, there are allowed regions for the ντ portal in-
teraction with |ỹτUτ| � O(1). Furthermore, a large portion
of the allowed region can be tested in future from collider
experiments. In Figs. 4 and 5 we show the viable/testable
parameter region for this model, and the mean free path
at the right hand side. When νRτ is heavier than τ, it only
decays into lighter mass eigenstate with weak current ratio
gτ
gµ,e
=
√

1 − |Uτ|2. The constraints on the ratio are given
by gτ

gµ
= 1.0001 ± 0.0014 and gτ

ge
= 1.0029 ± 0.0015 [19],

and we have combined them to find the lepton universality
bound (orange band)

|Uτ| � 0.0027 (99%CL) (MRτ > mτ). (16)

When MRτ is much smaller than mτ, the neutrino in the
decay product is represented by the flavor eigenstate and
the lepton universality bound does not apply. When MRτ is
slightly lighter than the τ lepton, the kinematics of the vis-
ible decay products of τ are different, which could be dis-
tinguished. This indirectly constrains the parameter region
(Red band: 95%CL limit) [20, 21]. In particular, it was
discussed in Ref. [21], the future B-factories could test the
scenario with kinematic measurement of semi-leptonic τ
decay (red solid line: conservative, red dashed line: opti-
mistic).

The Higgs boson can decay into neutrinos and the dark
sector fields or the right-handed neutrino. Such decay en-
hances the branching ratio of the Higgs boson to missing
energy. The contribution to the decay rate of our scenario
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Figure 4. The viable region for τ-neutrino portal interaction.
The mean free path of the heaviest neutrino with Eν = 1 EeV is
given in the right-hand side. We have taken MRτ > mφτ � Mψ =
15 MeV and ỹτ = 4π. The colored region might be excluded.

can be calculated as,

ΓH→missing �
|yRτ|2
16π

mh

1 − |MRτ|2

m2
h


2

θ(1 − |MRτ| /mh)

+

∣∣∣ỹ2
τy

2
Rτ

∣∣∣
512π3mh

3

2M2
Rτ(|MRτ|2 − m2

h) log

∣∣∣∣∣∣
mh

2

M2
Rτ

− 1

∣∣∣∣∣∣


−mh
4 + 2mh

2M2
Rτ

)
. (17)

The tree contribution for the process H → ντ+νRτ is given
in the first row. In particular, we have included the pro-
cess H → ντ + φτ + ψ, which becomes important when
MRτ > mh. We have made an analytical continuation in
the calculation of the three-body decay so that the leading
loop correction for the two-body decay is also included.
We have neglected the mass of φτ and ψ, whose inter-
esting range for us is much smaller than the Higgs boson
mass. When 4 � ỹτ � 4π, which may suggest φτ is like
a pion, the region affecting the cosmic-ray neutrino prop-
agation may also be tested from the Higgs boson decay in
the LHC which is proposed to measure the branching ratio
at a precision of 0.05 (blue solid line) [22].2 Future lepton
colliders may reach ∼ 0.001 (blue-dashed line) [25–29].3

Notice that we have taken the mass range that νRτ de-
cays into φτ and ψ. In the case where the decay channel
is forbidden, νRτ could have a much longer lifetime and
decay into the SM particles. This leads to more severe
constraints from beam dump experiments, as well as cos-
mology (see Refs. [31, 32] ). However, there is still an
allowed region at MRτ � O(10) MeV to affect the cosmic-
ray neutrino flux.

When the neutrinos portal is through νµ or νe the exper-
iment constraints becomes more severe [6]. The measure-
ment on meson decays sets stringent constraints and al-
most excludes all the viable region supressing the cosmic-
ray neutrino with MRi � mK ∼ 500 MeV. Above the kaon
mass, there are constraints from lepton universality as the
τ case. When MRi � mK with ỹi > O(1), there are still
viable regions. The prediction for the Higgs boson decay,
which we have calculated, holds.

2Blue shaded region may be excluded [23, 24].
3We note that |Uτ | < 0.42 from the τ − µ neutrino oscillation with

matter effects [30].
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Figure 5. Same as Fig. 4 except for ỹτ = 1.

4 Highly boosted dark matter

Since φi and ψ are the only Z2 odd particles, the lightest
one among them is stable and could be the dark matter.
This gives a distinguishable and interesting prediction of
our scenario: the highly-boosted dark matter whose en-
ergy originates from the cosmogenic neutrinos. There are
two cases for this scenario: (a) dark matter is directly pro-
duced through interaction (5), (b) dark matter is produced
through the cascade decay of φτ and ψ. The discussion in
the previous section can correspond to case (b), where the
decay products are assumed to rarely interact with CνB
and without introducing secondary energetic neutrinos.

Now let us consider case (a). For simplicity, suppose
that 0 < Mψ−mφτ � mφτ , and φe and φµ are much heavier.
In this case, the produced dark matter, φτ, has energy ∼
Eν/2 (or the produced ψ decays to φτ with energy Eν/2
and a soft τ neutrino.). The dark matter travels across the
universe for a long distance. It loses energy dominantly
through the scattering with the CνB,4

φτ + ν
CνB
τ /ν

CνB
τ → φτ + να/να. (18)

Since this is an elastic scattering process, the energy-loss
rate becomes more important than the interaction rate. The
energy loss rate for the interaction is given by

ΓDM,α ≡
d
dt

log E (19)

� |(UPNMS)τα|2
∑
β=1,2,3

〈
σφτβvrelnνβ

1 −
Ef

DM

Ei
DM


〉 ∣∣∣(UPNMS)τβ

∣∣∣2 .

(20)

where Ei
DM and Ef

DM are the energies of the dark matter
in the initial and final states; σσφτα is the scattering cross-
section of (18). The energy loss length is given by

dDM ≡
1∑

α ΓDM,α
. (21)

This is shown in the Fig. 6. dDM is slightly longer than dα
at Ecm � mφτ ,Mψ. This is due to the helicity suppression.
Analytically one finds

ΓDM,α ∼
1
3

1 + log


E2

cm∣∣∣Mψ
∣∣∣2


−1

Γα. (22)

4We have assumed that the right-handed neutrino is heavy enough
that the process to φτ + ντR is forbidden.
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2
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Rτ
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in the first row. In particular, we have included the pro-
cess H → ντ + φτ + ψ, which becomes important when
MRτ > mh. We have made an analytical continuation in
the calculation of the three-body decay so that the leading
loop correction for the two-body decay is also included.
We have neglected the mass of φτ and ψ, whose inter-
esting range for us is much smaller than the Higgs boson
mass. When 4 � ỹτ � 4π, which may suggest φτ is like
a pion, the region affecting the cosmic-ray neutrino prop-
agation may also be tested from the Higgs boson decay in
the LHC which is proposed to measure the branching ratio
at a precision of 0.05 (blue solid line) [22].2 Future lepton
colliders may reach ∼ 0.001 (blue-dashed line) [25–29].3

Notice that we have taken the mass range that νRτ de-
cays into φτ and ψ. In the case where the decay channel
is forbidden, νRτ could have a much longer lifetime and
decay into the SM particles. This leads to more severe
constraints from beam dump experiments, as well as cos-
mology (see Refs. [31, 32] ). However, there is still an
allowed region at MRτ � O(10) MeV to affect the cosmic-
ray neutrino flux.

When the neutrinos portal is through νµ or νe the exper-
iment constraints becomes more severe [6]. The measure-
ment on meson decays sets stringent constraints and al-
most excludes all the viable region supressing the cosmic-
ray neutrino with MRi � mK ∼ 500 MeV. Above the kaon
mass, there are constraints from lepton universality as the
τ case. When MRi � mK with ỹi > O(1), there are still
viable regions. The prediction for the Higgs boson decay,
which we have calculated, holds.

2Blue shaded region may be excluded [23, 24].
3We note that |Uτ | < 0.42 from the τ − µ neutrino oscillation with

matter effects [30].
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Figure 5. Same as Fig. 4 except for ỹτ = 1.

4 Highly boosted dark matter

Since φi and ψ are the only Z2 odd particles, the lightest
one among them is stable and could be the dark matter.
This gives a distinguishable and interesting prediction of
our scenario: the highly-boosted dark matter whose en-
ergy originates from the cosmogenic neutrinos. There are
two cases for this scenario: (a) dark matter is directly pro-
duced through interaction (5), (b) dark matter is produced
through the cascade decay of φτ and ψ. The discussion in
the previous section can correspond to case (b), where the
decay products are assumed to rarely interact with CνB
and without introducing secondary energetic neutrinos.

Now let us consider case (a). For simplicity, suppose
that 0 < Mψ−mφτ � mφτ , and φe and φµ are much heavier.
In this case, the produced dark matter, φτ, has energy ∼
Eν/2 (or the produced ψ decays to φτ with energy Eν/2
and a soft τ neutrino.). The dark matter travels across the
universe for a long distance. It loses energy dominantly
through the scattering with the CνB,4

φτ + ν
CνB
τ /ν

CνB
τ → φτ + να/να. (18)

Since this is an elastic scattering process, the energy-loss
rate becomes more important than the interaction rate. The
energy loss rate for the interaction is given by

ΓDM,α ≡
d
dt

log E (19)

� |(UPNMS)τα|2
∑
β=1,2,3

〈
σφτβvrelnνβ

1 −
Ef

DM

Ei
DM


〉 ∣∣∣(UPNMS)τβ

∣∣∣2 .

(20)

where Ei
DM and Ef

DM are the energies of the dark matter
in the initial and final states; σσφτα is the scattering cross-
section of (18). The energy loss length is given by

dDM ≡
1∑

α ΓDM,α
. (21)

This is shown in the Fig. 6. dDM is slightly longer than dα
at Ecm � mφτ ,Mψ. This is due to the helicity suppression.
Analytically one finds

ΓDM,α ∼
1
3

1 + log


E2

cm∣∣∣Mψ
∣∣∣2


−1

Γα. (22)

4We have assumed that the right-handed neutrino is heavy enough
that the process to φτ + ντR is forbidden.
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Figure 6. The energy loss length for dark matter (black solid).
mφτ � Mψ = 15 MeV and |ỹτUτ| = 0.5 are taken. For comparison
the mean free path of neutrinos are also shown (see Fig. 1).

which implies a suppression of several factors for ΓDM,α
compared with Γα. As a result, the dark matter at high en-
ergy produced through Eq.(18) is easier to reach the earth
than a cosmogenic neutrino.

We perform a numerical simulation on the evolution of
the number density of neutrinos and produced dark matter.
The differential equation is given by,

∂

∂t
Jνα(Eν) � H(z)

∂

∂Eν
(EνJνα) − ΓαJνα + Jsource

+

∫
dEφτ

dσφτα
dEν

vrelnCνBJφτ (Eφτ ), (23)

∂

∂t
Jφτ (Eφτ ) � H(z)

∂

∂Eφτ
(Eφτ Jφτ ) − Γφτ Jφτ

+

∫
dEν
∑
α

dσα
dEφτ

vrelnCνBJνα(Eν)

+

∫
dẼφτ

∑
α

dσφτα
dEφτ

vrelnCνBJφτ (Ẽφτ ), (24)

Here, J... ≡ ∂n...
∂ log E ; H(z) is the Hubble parameter at z;

Γφτ (Eν, Tν) =
∑
β

〈
σφτβvrelnνβ

〉
; Jsource represents the cos-

mogenic neutrino number density emitted at red shift z(t),
which is fitted from CRPropa 3; for simplicity we have
assumed that the neutrinos and anti-neutrinos are in the
same distribution. The terms with integrals represent the
re-scattering process. In the equation, E and Tν are re-
lated to the current value by E = Enow(1 + z(t)) and
Tν = (1 + z(t))T now

ν , at the time t. The numerical result
is given in Fig. 7 for |ỹτUτ| = 0.5. One finds that the
peak flux of dark matter can be as large as the one for the
original cosmogenic neutrino for E = O(109) GeV.

Discussion

The highly boosted dark matter scatters with a nucleon
as φτ + N → ψ + τ/ντ + N. The cross section is of or-
der, σφτN ∼ 1

16π2 |ỹUτ|2 × σντN where σντN is the ντ-N
scattering cross section of ντ + N → τ + N in SM and

1
16π2 represents the phase space suppression. Since this
is O(10−3) − O(10−1) suppressed to σντN , Since the earth
is much more transparent for the dark matter than for a
SM neutrino, the events for the highly boosted dark matter

νtot:SM
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Figure 7. The predicted fluxes of neutrinos (black solid line)
and dark matter (red solid line). mφτ � Mψ = 15 MeV and
|ỹτUτ| = 0.5 are taken.

can be distinguished from the ordinary cosmogenic neu-
trinos from how long it travels within the earth. It may be
tested or might be already detected in the ANITA experi-
ment (c.f. Refs. [33, 34]).

The coupling of |ỹτUτ| = O(0.1) suggests a too large
annihilation cross section for φτ to get a correct thermal
relic abundance. One needs another dominant dark matter
candidate.5 ψ, if is extended into a Dirac fermion, can be
asymmetric dark matter [5]. Interestingly, the parameter
region for addressing small-scale structure issues also has
yτUτ = O(0.1) and mDM = O(10 − 100) MeV [6], which
may be coincident with the parameter region suppressing
cosmic-ray neutrinos and highly boosted dark matter. The
clarification of the coincidence will be our future study.

5 Conclusions

We have shown that a cutoff for the cosmic-ray neutrino
can be set by the scattering with cosmic background neu-
trinos through a neutrino portal interaction. In particular,
a large interaction rate is still allowed for τ−neutrino por-
tal interaction which is being or to be tested in the on-
going/future collider experiments. Highly-boosted dark
matter can reach the earth instead of the cosmic-ray neu-
trinos and may be tested in the near future and might be
already detected in the ANITA experiment.
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